
In the previous lecture, we have discussed:

- classical sequencing methods

- newer authomatic sequencing methods

- solid-phase parallel sequencing

- Next Generation mass-sequencing methods

Then, we went on to discuss “genome expression” and described: 

• Microarrays

1. Spotted – Probes: PCR products or long oligos 2-colors relative meas.1. Spotted – Probes: PCR products or long oligos 2-colors relative meas.

2. In situ synthesized:  

1. short – Affymetrix (photolitography, probeset) 1 color  absolute meas.

2. longer (ink-jet technology) 1 or 2 – colors

3. arrayed beads (Illumina Bead-arrays) 1 color  absolute meas.



• 1° part of the lecture: more microarrays

• One of the first studies published with genome-wide microarray 

analysis as a paradigm of what microarrays can tell us.

• Sensitivity issues

• Gene mapping using microarrays.

Today’s lecture

• 2° part � Sequencing approaches for gene expression studies

1. EST (cloning and serial sequencing of cDNA libraries)

2. SAGE (short 3’ tags concatamers from cDNA)

3. CAGE (Cap-driven 5’ tags concatamers from cDNA)

4. RNA analysis by mass-sequencing (RNA-Seq).



http://www.bio.davidson.edu/Courses/genomics/chip/chip.html

(generale sull’uso dei microarrays)

Specifico per uso AffyChip®

http://www.affymetrix.com/corporate/media/genechip_essentials/gene_exp

ression/Gene_Expression_Analysis.affx





Saccaromyces 

cerevisiae

nitrogen-deficient medium 

induces sporulation



DNA microarrays

Issues:

Sensitivity

What an array does measure

Sensitivity

What an array does not measure



RNA extraction

Direct labelling, no amplification

Primers: oligo(dT) or random oligomersPrimers: oligo(dT) or random oligomers

Reverse transcriptase

dNTPs

1 labelled NTP (e.g. Cy3-CTP)



mRNA is 2-4 % of total RNA

1µg Tot RNA � 20-40 ng mRNA

Assuming that 10,000 genes are expressed, on average each mRNA 

species is 2-4 pg 

The number of mRNA molecules/cell of individual genes ranges 

Sensitivity:

The number of mRNA molecules/cell of individual genes ranges 

from 0 to some thousands.

i.e. , for some genes, we are measuring a very low number of 

mRNA molecules.



Microarrays:

Sample preparation

(sometimes the RNA sample is also called “complex probe”….not 

to be confused with the “probes” that are oligos or cDNA fixed 

to the chip surface…)



Cy3-dUTP



Nonamplified complex probe preparation:

RNAs are labelled using fluorochrome-conjugated ribonucleotides (NTP) 
directly by reverse transcription (RT), priming the synthesis either with 
oligo-dT or with random primers.

Sample
AAAAAAAAAAA

priming with oligo(dT)
RNA Extraction

AAAAAAAAAAA
TTTTTTTTTTT

AAAAAAAAAAA
TTTTTTTTTTT

priming with oligo(dT)

RT

The fluorochrome is incorporated here



The exponential nature of PCR amplification, however, tends to 

alter the relative ratios of mRNA in a sample.
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PCR amplification ?  

Linker ligation

ds - cDNA

PCR amplification 



Amplified complex probe preparation

Sample

RNA Extraction

AAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAA
TTTTTTTTTTT—--T7PRO---

AAAAAAAAAAA
TTTTTTTTTTT—-- T7PRO---

priming with oligo dT-T7

RT

TTTTTTTTTTT—-- T7PRO---

TTTTTTTTTTT—--T7PRO---

AAAAAAAAAAA---T7PRO---

TTTTTTTTTTT—--T7PRO---

AAAAAAAAAAA---T7PRO---

Rnase or NaOH, DNA Pol

S1 nuclease



---T7PRO---AAAAAAAAAAA
---T7PRO---TTTTTTTTTTT

UUUUUUUUUUUU

T7 RNA Polymerase, NTPs, + labelled UTP

= label 
Label may be a fluorochrome or a 
detectable modification, like 
biotin or digoxigenin, or a 
chemical group that can be 
conjugated with fluorochrome 
after transcription (e.g. allyl-UTP)UUUUUUUUUUUU

UUUUUUUUUUUU

UUUUUUUUUUUU

UUUUUUUUUUUU
TRANSCRIPTION
Linear Amplification of each 
sequence that was originally 
present in starting RNA, but 
complementary
= “cRNA”



Problem 2.

Which probe? Which target?



More than 60% of the human gene transcripts are thought to undergo alternative splicing

5’UTR 3’UTR

Probe libraries (cDNA, EST collections, etc) vary widely depending on the methods used for preparation



Issues:

Sensitivity

What an array does measure

What an array does not measureWhat an array does not measure

Like Northern Blot, RT-PCR and qRT-PCR, and 

RNase protection assay (RPA) RNase protection assay (RPA) 

traditional microarrays measure steady-state 

mRNA quantity, NOT transcription !!!

Like Northern Blot, RT-PCR and qRT-PCR, and 

RNase protection assay (RPA) 

traditional microarrays measure mRNA, NOT 

protein levels !!!



Microarrays have been and still are extensively used to:

1. monitor changes in gene expression in experimental situations

- development

- regulatory biology

- pathology

- pharmacology

- environment

- nutrition

2. diagnostic and classification2. diagnostic and classification

- oncology

- prognosis

- prediction



A second use....

How many genes are in mammalian genomes?

How many sequences are transcribed?

How many and how many types of noncoding RNA (ncRNA) are transcribed?

Do ncRNA play functional roles?



This paper accompanied the publication of the first HG draft in the 15 February 2001 

issue of Nature.  It concerned the problem of  <finding  genes>  in the genome. 



Exonic arrays



This is conceptually strongly biased:

“I have to predict genes to make probes” but what about genes that 

I can not predict ?  

One solution (before deep-sequencing) was  < tiling microarrays >

A tiling microarray is composed of probes that cover (nonrepetitive) 

genome sequences irrespective of gene prediction

Of course it makes a lot of probes!

HG: 3.2*10E9  � 1.5 nonrepetitive

I  need 50 millions  30-mer probes !



review



Box 1. Tiling microarray experiments

Tiling microarrays are designed to assay transcription at regular intervals of the genome using regularly spaced probes (horizontal 

red lines) that can be overlapping (Figure I) or separated. The distance between the centers of successive probes is the ‘step’ size 

and probes can be selected to be complementary to one strand (as shown) or both strands. Probes can be synthesized directly 

onto or spotted onto glass slides, and can be synthesized oligonucleotides or PCR products. They are hybridized with fluorescently 

labeled cRNA or cDNA prepared from cell samples. Regions of greater fluorescent intensity (green peaks in lower panel) can reveal 

transcription within a large genomic region. In addition, the correlation of probe intensities in several different tissues (co-

expression analysis) can be used to identify probes that are detecting exons of the same transcript. The lower panel shows the 

extent of a hypothetical transcript within the genome. The middle panel is a schematic, magnified view of the hybridization of a

genomic region containing an exon.







How to measure the activity of all genes (genome-wide) in cells/tissues 

(mRNA).

Sequencing methods

(EST)

SAGE (LongSAGE, CAGE)

direct re-sequencing (deep sequencing)direct re-sequencing (deep sequencing)

Hybridization  methods - DNA microarrays, oligonucleotide microarrays.

Spotted arrays

In situ synthesized oligo arrays

Bead-arrays®



EST = expressed sequence tags

1. mRNA extraction from cells or tissues

2. cDNA synthesis (oligo-dT or random-primed)

3. cloning into plasmid vectors

4. sequencing from vector primers (200-300nt)

mRNA from cells

cDNA library

5. Estimate expression from frequency

[Current EST Databases contain millions of EST]

how to create a cDNA library

on line sequence databases, BLAST

plasmid library

Sequence 200-300 bp for each 

clone and send to database



cDNA library

As a matter of fact, to measure gene expression level, 

we do not need sequencing mRNAs for their entire 

lenght, so we can optimize the sequencing job:

Short sequence “tags” 

will make the bussiness

get the tags from 

each cDNA

concatamerize

plasmid library

Sequence

concatamer

library



SAGE



What you obtain is:

Tag1-Sp-Tag2-Sp-Tag3-Sp-Tag4-Sp..........Sp- Tagi

(where Sp is a spacer sequence use to make concatamers, e.g. a restriction site).

Each Tagi can be mapped to the genome, of course (hopefully!)

It is very likely that one Tag is represented mor than one time in your library....It is very likely that one Tag is represented mor than one time in your library....

so that you get a Table of frequencies:

Tag sequence                                        times found     

CATGGCTACGGGCATTACTGC  125

GTTGGAAGTCATCGTCAGTCG 21

TTAATTAGGGATGACCCCTGAC 1

AAATGTACTCAGTCGTCGTCGT 458

...... ....

...... ....

(thousands)

This is proportional 

to the relative 

abundance in your 

sample





SAGE= Serial Analysis of Gene Expression

site for the 

tagging 

enzyme (TE)







One common problem in RNA databases is that they are 3’ – biased, for practical and 

historical reasons

Number 1 problem is that Reverse Transcriptase is not very “processive” and often 

terminates before reaching the 5’ end of RNA. 

5’
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

The problem is  analogous 

to mapping the promoter



Primer extension is 
an alternative 
mapping method

S1 nuclease mapping
(RNase protection 
quite similar)

Primer extension

Single-stranded 
DNA is evaluated  
by polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis



RACE= rapid amplification of cDNA ends

sequencing



To mapping TSS in high-

throughput, tiling arrays have 

been used 



But in general, sequencing methods are much better for precise

definition of TSS

(…. provided a method for CAP selection)(…. provided a method for CAP selection)



A Sepharose-conjugated 

CAP-binding protein 

affinity chromatography 

has been used to isolate 

“capped” RNAs.

(low yield)



Diol group used to 

biotinylate the cap

Biotinylation of “cap” is better 

to allow selection



146 mouse cDNA libraries

41 human cDNA libraries !



AAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAA

RT

Bt-cap

RNase,  ss-

specific 

AAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAAA

cDNA not fully extended leave some ssRNAcDNA not fully extended leave some ssRNA

Streptavidin-sepharose selection

RNA removed



(       )

from: Shiraki et al. (2003) PNAS 100:15776



Exactly as in the case of SAGE, CAGE produce a table of frequencies for all the 21-

mers, fro each library sequenced, that are subsequently mapped to the genome:

CAGE Tag No./total chr position

ATTCGTCCAATCCAATCTCGG 123 chr6     23456444-23456465

TTAGGGCATGCTTGCGGCGA 3 chr21   10111578-10111556

ATCAACTCCTCTTCGTCATCG 987 chr8 9876101-9876122

etc...............

And a table is generated correlating for each CAGE TAG its frequency in different 

cDNA libraries from different tissues:

lung gut eye breast liver muscle brain

Tag 1 123 111 2 234 12 14 987

Tag 2 244 12 213 749 22 79 45

Tag 2 1 76 199 32 7 95 265

ETC....







IMPORTANT: 

Sequencing methods, such as SAGE or Deep-Seq, are  apparently more 
sensitive than microarrays for genes showing very low levels of expression.

However, contamination of the RNA sample by thiny amounts of DNA may 
lead to false positive. 



Gene expression by deep-sequencing

All genome can be re-sequenced starting from known primers by Solexa® -

Illumina technology or other competitor technology.

RNA application (RNA-Seq)

1. RNA extraction from cells or tissues

2. cDNA synthesis from oligo(dT) primers

3. ds cDNA tags ligated to A and B primers

4. all cDNA re-sequenced on a chip (microarray) containing millions of spot 

http://www.illumina.com/documents/products/techspotlights/techspotlight_se

quencing.pdf

4. all cDNA re-sequenced on a chip (microarray) containing millions of spot 

with complementary aA and bB primers

5. sequence is read � table of frequency of each match

How the Solexa-Illumina works:  see pdf attached to the lecture








